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Now and then, I get questions from visitors to the Museum on how, 
in the past, explorers, travellers, and others communicated with the 
peoples of  the places they visited. Going to a country with a differ-
ent language in today’s world is not a problem – with dictionaries 
available literally at your fingertips, with Google Translate, or even 

with applications on smartphones that translate one language to another on the fly. 
In any case, English is the universal language these days.

However, how about Christopher Columbus, Magellan, Vasco da Gama, and so many 
others during earlier times – how did they communicate with the locals they encoun-
tered? Or closer to home, Lopes de Sequeira? There are countless such encounters 
such as Zheng He, Genghis Khan, explorers in Africa, etc.

First, we must realise that between countries in Asia, Europe, Africa, all of  which are 
connected by land, and within the Americas, man, curious by nature, moved back and 
forth casually from his community or country to the one adjoining. Casually meaning 
wandering around curiously, perhaps engaging in a little barter. Inevitably, they would 
pick up a smattering of  their neighbour’s language. This smattering would improve as 
more interactions took place. By the way, each of  the above continents have numer-
ous national languages within themselves and, within nations, there are many local 
languages/dialects as well.

Trade, war, and conquest made knowledge of  foreign languages vital. Those who 
could speak the language of  the target countries would be part of  the aggressor 
group. Greek was a common language in the eastern Mediterranean partly due to 
their ancient wars. Not only did it become the spoken language because of  that but 
also their advanced learning in many fields, such as the sciences, literature, and as-
tronomy, encouraged others to learn Greek. This then became a language understood 
among many countries around the Mediterranean and Egypt, from Alexander’s times 
of  circa 350 BCE until the early Byzantine times of  circa 600 CE. In fact, the New 
Testament was written in Greek. In other words, the peoples from countries in these 
regions had no language barrier.

When the Romans expanded their empire, their language, Latin, spread and became 
the base of  Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese. However, Greek remained the 
language of  the elite and learning. Later, Christianity allowed Latin to act as a uni-
fying language of  the Western Mediterranean and, thus, Latin became the common 
language in Europe amongst the educated, the clergy, and the ruling classes. Latin 
also influenced other languages by loaning words or being used to create new words. 
Traders and others learnt each other’s language. French and Italian also had their day 
at various times later on.

An engraved print showing Roger Williams, founder of Rhode 
Island, meeting with the Narragansett Indians. Engraver: James 
Charles Armytage. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons (public 
domain)
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In the least of  circumstances, there is always the sign language to rely upon. At every 
first meeting between foreign peoples from time immemorial, sign language was used 
and communication evolved from this basic method.

Is sign language universal? Is it similar to all humans? I vaguely remember seeing a 
documentary with film clips of  an expedition in the early 1900’s by a group of  an-
thropologists who met a tribe (and survived) somewhere in present day Papua New 
Guinea. This was the first time the tribe met outsiders, and yet their sign language, 
facial expressions, and responses were similar to the rest of  the world, this being 
commented on by one of  the anthropologists. Perhaps the only exception is in India, 
where they move the upper part of  the head side to side instead of  up and down for 
a ‘yes’!

How about Christopher Columbus? He landed in a place that was unknown although 
he thought he had arrived in India, where he was supposed to be heading to in the 
first place. Or Magellan when he sailed down and up South America? They would 
most likely have used sign language. However, when Magellan arrived in today’s Phil-
ippines, he did not have a problem since it is recorded that his ‘slave’, Enrique from 
Melaka, was able to speak their dialect.

Starting with sign language, the parties focus on friendship and gift-giving. Magellan 
somehow knew that mirrors and small bells were in demand in South America. After 
the niceties, the two parties would find sign language inadequate as they progress ed 
towards intensive communication. The conversations usually started with what could 
be traded between them. The discussion would then tend to veer towards flora and 
fauna, resources, safe anchorages, weather, and related words such as storms, tides, 
and winds. Simultaneously on to food, domestic matters, neighbouring countries, and 
distances. Of  course, if  the intent was conquest, all these were bypassed and it would 
be immediate war. However, after the conquest, assuming the attackers won, then the 
process of  learning the language would begin.

A painting (oil on canvas) by Frederick Kemmelmeyer showing 
the First Landing of Christopher Columbus. In the collection of 
the National Gallery of Art. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons 
(CC0)
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Communication is more than knowing individual words for things – it also means 
having a more involved discussion, not to mention that different tribes had their own 
language. Usually, it is the traveller, in this case the European, who takes the initiative 
to start learning the language in a formal way. In fact, Magellan took along Antonio 
Pigafetta, an Italian scholar who recorded many aspects of  their discoveries; he also 
documented Cebuan, the language of  Cebu in today’s Philippines.

When exploration intensified in the 17th century onwards, scholars were also includ-
ed in the voyages to study the local languages. This did not entail just sitting with a 
few locals and recording words for this and that. Each language has its own structure 
and pronunciation and learning this is not easy. We all know what happens when you 
mispronounce Cantonese words! Many of  us guiding visitors around the museum 
will know how the sentence structure is different when someone from non-English 
speaking countries speaks to us in English.

Map depicting Ferdinand Magellan’s journey around the world. 
The Magellan-Elcano expedition around the world set sail from 
Sanlucar de Barrameda, Cádiz, Spain, on 20 September 1519. It 
finished in the same town, when Elcano and his crew returned 
on September 6, 1522. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons (no 
restrictions)

Left: A 19th century lithograph depicting natives in the Philip-
pines attacking Magellan, as described by Pigafetta. He dies at 
this time.
Right: Ferdinand Magellan (1480-1521)

Images from Wikimedia Commons (public domain)
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The demands on the language progress  with more interaction. At a certain time, the 
explorers and their rulers come to know of  the other country and its value and this 
leads to trade agreements, spread of  religion, visits, or to conquest. In the case of  the 
Americas, it was more of  taking away in the early days with little in return. Gold was 
the obsession ever since Columbus found the natives wearing gold earrings. In his 
journals, Columbus writes that the native tribes he met picked up Spanish with ease.

During the years of  early settlement in the Americas, the Spanish and English kid-
napped some natives who were taken back to the homeland and taught the language 
and cultures of  the conquerors, including European manners and dressing. In many 
instances, this backfired when the natives returned and ran back to their tribes. Worse, 
as in the case of  Luis de Velasco, a captured and converted native from Virginia, he 
returned, fled back to his tribe, and returned with them later to attack the Jesuit Mis-
sion and kill all the priests.

There were also some natives who went voluntarily, such as Manteo, the interpreter 
and guide of  the Roanoke colonists; Squanto, of  the Patuxet tribe, who acted as the 
liaison between the early Pilgrims and colonists; and Thayendanegea of  the Mohawks. 
Sir Walter Raleigh was a sponsor of  about 20 natives to England. They became useful 
as interpreters in England’s early colonial exploration and commercial ventures.

As settlers came into Virginia, they took in Powhatan adolescent boys to learn each 
other’s language and way of  life. The boys would then act as interpreters or interme-
diaries. At that age, it is easier to absorb language and understand its deeper nuances. 
Some English colonialists also tried to encourage Native American children to live 
with them and be transformed as part of  their intent, in their words, to ‘civilise’ the 
natives. This was not an overall success. There was also kidnapping and conversion 
to Christianity and, in the most famous case, marriage to an Englishman. This was 
Pocahontas. She was taken to England and shown off  as an example of  a civilised 
Native American. However, she died in England in 1617 of  unknown causes.

Generally, those who applied themselves became important as interpreters and found 
a living among the Europeans. This also meant being messengers and facing the dan-
gers of  being messengers! The experiences in other parts of  the Americas were much 
the same.

Now, closer to home. In the days of  the Melaka Sultanate, traders came from India, 
China, and the Middle East. Local traders included Malays, Indians (some of  them 
from the Coromandel Coast, settled and now known as the Chitties), Chinese (some 
of  them settled and now known as the Babas Nyonyas), Javanese, and others. The 
foreign traders would learn Malay when dealing with them. Remember, foreign trad-
ers would have to stay in Melaka for about six months for the change in monsoon 
winds that would take them home.

Left: Pocahontas Saves the Life of Captain John Smith. Painting 
(oil on canvas) by Johann Friedrich Engel (1844–1921). 
Right: Portrait of Pocahontas by Simon van de Passe in 1616.

Images from Wikimedia Commons (public domain)
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It is usual for the foreigner to learn the local language. The local would pick up just a 
little of  that foreigners’ language. Think today. When you travel to certain countries, 
you learn the local language, not they your language. Remember also that there were 
some 84 languages spoken in Melaka among the various foreigners. In Melaka, as 
in other trading centres in the world, there were usually foreign communities living 
there.

Most likely, each country had their own representatives who acted as agents in Mela-
ka, but they recorded business dealings in their own languages. Hence, visiting traders 
spoke to them in their own language, but these agents had to deal locally in Malay. 
They also dealt with the agents of  other countries for other trade exchanges, most 
likely in Malay.

The communication with China was direct and so the communication was simpler. 
Only Malay and Chinese were involved. Very likely, Chinese traders were the transla-
tors when the Melaka Sultans visited China.

On the western side, trade goods from Melaka went via India to Arabia and then on 
to Venice and Europe. There was an overland route up India as well and it too ended 
in Venice. This resulted in an intermediate connection of  people in between Europe 
and Melaka. Indian traders dealt in Malay. They traded with the Arabs who picked 
up perhaps Tamil, Malayalam, or Gujarati. Perhaps the Indian traders themselves 
carried goods to Arabian ports and spoke in Arabic. Arab traders also traded directly 
in Melaka.

Products obtained in India and further to the east were sent to Egypt and the Medi-
terranean. As a result, Arabic was widespread. In fact, the Portuguese knew that Ar-
abic was spoken in India. There were also Portuguese who picked up Arabic trading 
with them in the Mediterranean. The rulers or explorers would use these people, who 
have had these earlier interactions, to help them in their travels and communication.

When Vasco da Gama was heading for India, he had with him one Joao Nunez who 
knew a little Arabic and Hebrew. When da Gama arrived in Calicut, India, some locals 
came to the boat and Joao was sent with them; they took him to two Arab-speaking 
Tunisians who could speak Castilian and Genoese as well as the local language. Vasco 
da Gama also carried two letters from Portuguese King Manuel to a ruler of  India 
that da Gama would meet, one in Portuguese and one in Arabic.

Imagine this very likely scene between da Gama and the Ruler of  Calicut who came 
to be known as Zamorin. Calicut was where da Gama landed; it is located in Kerala 

Vasco da Gama’s meeting with Zamorin, Ruler of Calicut (Kozhi-
kode). Image credit: Wikimedia Commons (no restrictions)
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and is now known as Kozhikode. Zamorin’s language was therefore Malayalam. Vas-
co da Gama would speak in Portuguese. His interpreter would translate this to the 
Arab interpreter, who would translate the same into Malayalam for Zamorin. Then 
back again from Malayalam to Arabic to Portuguese.

Speaking is one thing. Reading and writing documents was another. Vasco da Gama’s 
interpreter had that problem. Hence, the Arabic letter from King Manuel was read 
and translated by Zamorin’s interpreter. However, the Portuguese did not trust him, 
fearing intentional mistranslation.

For some reason, the Portuguese thought the Indians were all Christians! Hence, they 
asked for a Christian interpreter, expecting an Indian Christian. They got an Indian 
all right but, of  course, he was a Hindu! It is possible that the Portuguese assumed all 
Indians were Christians because of  the legend that Saint Thomas the Apostle went to 
India in 52CE to spread the Word. It seems that is was further assumed there would 
be Christians even in Melaka. The standing orders to Sequeira specifically states he 
should look for Christians.

Vasco da Gama’s first voyage was documented in a journal by someone on the voy-
age, whose identity remains unknown. It is a detailed record and this anonymous 
author must have been a scholar because he also compiled a list of  common words 
and phrases from Portuguese to Malayalam at the end of  the journal. This also meant 
that the Portuguese intended to come to stay and trade, and they wanted direct com-
munication. Vasco da Gama’s experience is a perfect example of  how explorers com-
municated with the local population, with the advantage of  intermediate languages.

When exploration and intensive trade started in the late 15th century onwards, it was 
not difficult to communicate among the various nations using the various means.

There are many accounts of  the Portuguese arrival and their subsequent stay in Mela-
ka. These include a few accounts of  Sequeira’s first arrival – these only stated that 
Sequeira had interpreters but do not mention who they were by name. One account 
specifies that he had four Cochin slaves who knew the language of  Melaka. In anoth-

er account, on the plot by the Bendahara against Sequeira, it mentions an Indian from 
Cochin, who became a crewmember of  the Portuguese expedition, accompanied a 
local carrying letters between the Bendahara and Sequeira. We can guess he was an 
interpreter, perhaps one of  the four slaves or, maybe, someone different. In another 
case, it is stated that since Sequeira’s interpreter could not speak Chinese, he had to 
rely on a local, who could speak Chinese to communicate with Chinese merchants. 
The Chinese dialect spoken is not mentioned.

It seems that the Portuguese did not bring any traders from Cochin familiar with the 
Melaka trade and language. As stated in their reports, the Portuguese intended to 
trade with the merchants in Melaka directly and not through intermediaries, which is 
why they went to Melaka in the first place. However, they took with them some Gu-
jeratis and some from Calicut. We can surmise that initial translations must have been 
through these intermediate translators – perhaps Portuguese to Malay, or to Gujerati 
or Malayalam first and then back again. After the conquest, it was straightforward 
dealing using Malay and Portuguese.

Melaka 1509. Lithograph 
depicting the arrival of 
Diego Lopes de Sequei-
ra. From: M. L. Dames (ed.) 
(1918) The Book of Duarte 
Barbosa, London: Hakluyt 
Society.
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It is appropriate to look briefly at the situation in Malaya and the times when the early 
colonialists came to live and work in Malaya.

After the Portuguese had established themselves, the officials communicated either 
directly in Malay or indirectly through interpreters. Except for the most senior offi-
cers, many Portuguese settled in Melaka; they were known as casadoes. Many of  the 
casadoes married local women. Their offspring lived and worked in Melaka – Malay 
would have been a first or at least second language.

Prominent Brisith personalities in Malaya.

Left to right:
Statue of Sir Francis Light at Fort Cornwallis, Penang. Image 
credit: Wikimedia Commons, Shankar S. (CC BY 2.0)

Sir Frank Swettenham. Image credit: National Archives of Ma-
laysia, 2001/0057642

Sir Stamford Raffles. Engraved by James Thomson. mage credit: 
Wikimedia Commons (public domain)
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After the Dutch conquest of  Melaka, it is a mistake to think that Dutch officials were 
transferred from Batavia to Melaka because they picked up Malay in Batavia. This is 
because the language in Java was Javanese, which is different from Malay.

The British first established themselves in Penang. Sir Francis Light was already a 
country trader in South Thailand and Kedah; he was familiar with Malay, having 
lived in the area in what is now Phuket for some ten years. The scholarly streak in 
Sir Stamford Raffles had him learn Malay on his voyage to Penang for his first job 
overseas. Who from, is not known but probably from another official who had been 
in Penang and was returning to the island. He later had lessons from Munshi Abdul-
lah as well. The most prominent colonial officer, Sir Frank Swettenham, was the first 
British Colonial Officer to pass the Malay exam in 1872. In addition to knowing the 
local customs, this helped him interact with the Sultans and Malay officials with ease.

Local marriages and consorting was seriously frowned upon, though there were many 
secret cases. The class distinction within the British determined the reach of  Malay. 
The upper class down to the level of  government officers used the Malay language 
when communicating with the Malay Royalty and officers. However, the soldiers, 
police officers, and those who worked closely with locals, spoke Malay regularly with 
them.

An Eastern Cadetship was created for the Strait Settlements’ officers. Potential offi-
cers had to take an examination to be accepted and had to learn Malay upon arrival. 
Those who selected Chinese Affairs were sent to Xiamen (Amoy) or Guangzhou 
(Canton) to learn Chinese dialects. This examination was also adopted by the Feder-
ated Malay States and, even later, by the Malayan Civil Service in various forms. In 
time, examination methods changed and they had to learn Malay even before they 
came to work here. Planters had to learn Tamil; if  they did not pass in their first tour, 
they could not return.

In time, a formal administrative system was put in place in the Malay States. Malay 
was written in Jawi up to the very early 20th century. Letters written to the Sultans 

were in Jawi by local official writers. In fact, by the early 20th century, language was 
not a hindrance as locals and British communicated in both English and Malay. Offi-
cial communications to the Rulers was in Malay.

An example is shown below of  an actual communication – this is a letter sent by Cap-
tain Harry Syers, Superintendent of  Police, to Yap Ah Loy, Kapitan Cina of  Kuala 
Lumpur in 1880. The translations, both Rumi and English are given below that.

With many salutations from me Tuan Syers Su-
perintendent Selangor Pengkalan Batu Klang 
who present myself to you Seri Perkasa Wijaya 
Bakti Kapitan Yap Ah Loi who is in Kuala Lum-
pur in good circumstances to tell you my friend 
that on Friday 23rd January I will travel to Kuala 
Lumpur and I hope you will lend me a horse 
waiting at Damansara early on Friday saluta-
tions to my friend. 

Dated 21st January 1880 Syers Superintendent 
of Selangor

Bahawa ini surat tabik perbanyak2 yaitu daripada 
beta Tuan Syers Supritendan Selangor yang ada 
didalam Pengkalan Batu Klang akan datang keha-
dapan majlis sahabat beta Seri Perkasa Wijaya Bakti 
Kapten Yap Ah Loi yang ada didalam Kuala Lumpur 
dengan selamatnya hal ehwal beta nyatakan kepada 
sahabat beta kepada hari Jumaat ini yaitu kepada 23 
haribulan Januari beta hendak naik di Kuala Lumpur 
beta harap sahabat beta boleh kasi pinjam satu ekor 
kuda nanti di Damansara pagi2 hari Jumaat itu adan-
ya. Tabik kepada sahabat beta

Tersurat pada 21 Januari 1880

Translated by Ahmad Jahudi Badri.
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Some notes on the letter:

• Typical of  old Malay letters, it contains no periods or commas.

• Harry Syers was the Superintendent of  the Selangor police force, which he built up from a 
mercenary force. After the Federated Malays States was formed, these state forces were con-
solidated and he was appointed Commissioner of  Police Federated Malay States in 1896.

• Damansara was located three miles from Batu Tiga in Shah Alam and a road, the Damansara 
Road, led from Damansara to Kuala Lumpur (ending in front of  the Textile Museum on Jalan 
Sultan Hishamuddin). Incidentally, Batu Tiga got its name because it was the third mile mark-
er on the Damansara Road while Brickfields’s old name of  Batu Limabelas derives from its 
location on the fifteenth (and last) mile marker along this road. Journeying on the Klang River 
between Klang and Kuala Lumpur could take up to three days as the river was winding with a 
large dip south at Damansara. Hence, the British preferred to take a schooner from Klang to 
Damansara and, from here, take the Damansara Road into Kuala Lumpur. The British relo-
cated the capital of  Selangor from Klang to Kuala Lumpur in March 1880; prior to this, they 
had to arrange for transportation (horse/pony/bullock cart) beforehand on the Damansara 
Road – hence Syers’ letter to Yap Ah Loy.

It cannot be assumed that because people were able to understand each other, their 
own languages remained intact. This is far from the case. Interaction between the 
peoples of  the world over the centuries has resulted in loan words among languages, 
many with altered spellings. These are not only from the earliest communications 
between the different groups, but also during the later years. Loan words resulted 
mainly because a word did not exist in a language. Hence, we find many European 
words in other languages and, to a lesser extent, vice versa. Taking Malay as an exam-
ple, we use bas, teksi, inbois, and many other English-derived words. English has amok, 
godown, kampong, gecko, and others derived from Malay.

There are only a few reliable references on the subject of  explorers communicating 
with local people. While gleaning from the few sources, I have also incorporated my 
own reasoning in this article on the possible scenarios.
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This map, featured on the cover page, was drawn 
by Rigobert Bonne, c. 1770 for issue as plate no. 
26 in Jean Lattre’s 1776 issue of the Atlas Moderne. 
It covers the Maldives India, Southeast Asia, and 
much of Tibet. Image credit: Wikipedia Commons 
(public domain)
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